In the final section we prove a theorem about smooth embedding of homotopy projective spaces in euclidean space, which has been used by E. Rees [24] . For an isotopy of the embedding leads to a homotopy of g.
From the fact that X M + is ik -l)-connected and W/dW is of dimension m + k, it follows that, since k is larger than 222 + 1, all the homotopy information carried by g will be the same, independent of the choice of S. in our construction of W. If rjXx) = 0, then ß*ilkit)) = g*akaiù) = g*ïkix) = r,*x = 0. Let g: W/dW -U/dU be the natural collapsing map. If z £ HliU, dU), x e H"-'iW), then
where H*iW/dW) and H*iU/dU) are identified with H*iW, dW) and H*iU, dU)
respectively.
Proof of (2.3). Consider the following commutative diagram:
(2.4)
yxl where e is the map of pairs induced by i, j is the natural inclusion, and A is the natural diagonal map in each case, which induce the cup products in cohomology. Now e is an excision, so e^ and e are isomorphisms, and the diagram
is commutative, together with the similar diagram in cohomology.
Now considering square (A) in the diagram (2.4), we find that e ie (z)u*) = e (e iz)) \jix-z\jix. Considering square (B), we get j*ie*-Hz)ux)= Í*ie*-liz)) ux.
Hence / e \z U t x) = g (z U / x) = \g z) U x. Hence it follows that (ker r¡ ) annihilates (im c ), so (im c ) C u = annihilator of (ker 77 ).
Since H (M) ^ ker r] + im 77 , it follows that rank (im c ) < tank (im rf) = rank Ü. Similarly, (im 27 ) C annihilator of (ker c ) so rank (im 27 ) < rank (im c ) = rank of the annihilator of ker c . Hence rank (im 27 ) = rank (im c ) and it follows that c H (W) = U, the annihilator of (ker 27 ). Then R = Q n (ker 77*)* = c*HqiW) n (ker rj*)q, and (2.2) is proved. Since ker ih 1 + h 2 ) = ker ih, + h 2) is larger in general than ker h, + ker h* , the condition that the Kervaire invariant is defined for two out of three for M = AI, + AL is not enough to ensure it is defined for the third. We will see some ex- By (2.9), g = g[ + g¡: W/dW -2kM x + V ^kM2 + , where g>. is the spectral orientation g.: W/dW -» 1kM. followed by the inclusion in 2*AL V 2^/VL . It°7 Set 77*= g*2fe, as usual, so that 27* = 77* + 27*, where 27* = g*2 , and as above (ker 27*) 2 (ker 17* ) + (ker 27* ).
Let yj be the quadratic form for M , + M2, if/. the quadratic form for AL, i = 1, 2 (as in §1).
(2.10) Lemma. O22 (ker 27*)* + (ker 27*)", xfj = i/z, + xfi r Proof. Since H*iMx; Z_) and H*(M2; Z2) ate orthogonal in H*iM; Zj), it follows from the fact that ifi is quadratic that ipix, + x2) = (//(xj) + i/z(x 2) if x. £ ker 77*, i = 1, 2. If /: M -» K(Z2, a) is such that /*(t) = x. £ ker 27*, i = 1 or 2, rf. /. then / factors: M-^ Al. -1* K(Z2, a) where ¿¿: AI -» AL is the identity on AL and the constant map on the other component, /*(() = x. £ HqiM.; Z2). Then (2 t/.)g = (2¿a'.)(gJ + gp = g¿, the spectral orientation for AT (using (2.9)) and hence
Alk'f) = g.f. and Sq«+1t ilki) = Sqq\lilki) and hence ibix ) = xfj.ix ) and the
lemma follows.
We get as a simple consequence
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (2.11) Proposition. // (ker 77 )q = (ker r¡ Aq + (ker rj )q, and if the Kervaire invariant is defined for M and M., then it is defined for M + M and kiMl + m2) = MMj) + Mm2).
Proof. The radical is the sum of the radicals, so yj = if/. + ip2 annihilates the radicals, and kiM + M2) is defined. Hence, from (2.10), kiM + M A = kiM A + kiM2).
(2.12) Corollary. // T¡*HqÍM.; Z.,) = 0, i= 1, 2, then k is defined for M ,, zVf., arza" M + M and is additive, i.e., kiM. + M A = kiM A + kiM A.
We would like to have more delicate results than (2.11), but it seems difficult to obtain a general theorem. However, we may prove = 0, it follows that ciyj') = 0, which completes the proof of (2.13).
We note in passing the following property of h. 3. Multiples of a manifold. In this section we study multiples of a fixed manifold Al. By (2.14) if MAI) and 7e(2Al) are defined then ze(2Al) = 2kiM) = 0, and by (2.14), M22M) = ?7Ze(M), so we wish to study the question: When is ze(2Al) defined?
We will give a condition (which is independent of whether /«(Al) is defined or not): To calculate the value of Sq2¿,(£(()) we consider the map 2/: X -» KiZ q) defined as follows:
where A(x) = (x, x), x e X is the diagonal, p (z) = t ® 1 + 1 ® i, so p defines the H-space structure of K = KiZ a). Clearly (1.5) and after]).
Recall that for a suspension map co = la, 1/1 -^ Iß -*-* c we have that Proof. Take /: X -» KÍZ2, l), / z = x, the generator of H (X,; Z2). Since Hence (I*(S U S))g? is given by uz/(9Hz_=«, £*M+ V 2*A1 +_2^!l, 2*/<(Z2, a)
so that the composite is equal to 2((I <5)g). We may assume k is very large so we are in the stable range, or we may suspend once to make g a suspension map, so that 2ii2k8)g) = i2lk8)g. Then (Note that if kiM) and ki2M) are defined then *(2zVI) = 2kiM) = 0 by (2.14); in fact kinM) = nkiM) by (2.13).) Proof. By (2.9) if c2: M U M -W, then im c* = \ic*iy) © c*iy)), y£ HqiW; Zjl By (2.6), ki2M) is defined if and only if i/>(im r2) = 0, since >72r2 = fe = (2fe) = 2fe* = 0 by (2.9) so that im c* C ker 77*. By (3.7), ipic*y © c*y) = (c*y)2[M], and This proves (3.9). If M2A1) is defined we would like to calculate its value. If MAI) is defined it follows from (2.14) that M2A1) = 2zé(Al), so we must consider the case where kiM)
is not defined. Proof of (3.10). We suppose that MAl) is not defined but M2A1) is defined, so that v (Al) e (ker 27*)9 by (3.9). Let R = (ker 27 n im c )q = radical of ( , ) on ker 27 , and note that yj \ R is linear, 1/7 | R: R -» Z Let R = ker iyj \ R), so that R' is of codimension 1 in R. Finally combining all the results of this section we get the following formula which will be useful in §4. 
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WILLIAM BROWDER s odd, h = sh = h , and by (3.9) M2sAl) is not defined for s odd. Since h* = 2/3 = 0, it follows from (3.9) that kÍ4M) and M8A1) are defined, so by (3.11), M4A1) = 1, and by (2.14) or (2.15), M8AI) = 0. Since i* = 4/3* = 0 and M4A1) is defined it follows from (2.13) that M5AÜ is defined and M5Al) = MAI) + M4A1) = MAI) + 1. Now ki-Al) is defined if MAI) is, and ki-Al) = MAI) (cf. (3.5)). Hence, by (2.13), M3A1) is defined and M3Al) = ki-Al) + M4A1) = MAl) + 1. It follows from (2.13) that M7A1) is defined and M7AI) = M8A1) + M-Al) = MAI), and periodicity mod 8 follows also from (2.13). Then c = fe over each M, and a fixed map a" covering p over /V, where d is the inverse of dp: r" -> r". Hence ig, c) is a normal map.
We will be interested in computing the invariants of tz(/, fe) in terms of the invariants of (/, fe). We will start with the spectral orientation map and spectral cobordism invariant.
Since £ is the normal bundle of M, it follows that W = M x R is the universal manifold. Then the map dp: tn -► r stably is the differential of an embed- (4.7) Lemma. Under the assumption (4.6), z'/ 22 is odd, kiM'in)) is defined and kiM'in)) = M22AI').
This follows immediately from (2.13) and the fact that k(nM') is defined since nM -> Al is of degree 1 mod 2 if 22 is odd. The obvious situation to apply these results is where Al = Pm, the real projective space, so N = Sm. that the spectral orientation maps corresponding to fe and fe differ by the homotopy equivalence of I P q which is 5-dual to Tic): T(f) -> T(<f) so that the quadratic forms and the value of kif~ (P q)) are unchanged.
Clearly if g: M.
-> /VL is a p.l. equivalence, and if /, = g2g, then g~ f2 (P q) = fT (P q) and it is clear that the Kervaire invariants are the same.
This completes the proof of (4.12). We can use our technique to study the twofold cover p: N -> M. [/I + /***(/<*)) *»bere V nn+iSsk) ~* ^S"+k' lkx"J is lnducedby inclusion Sk C 2kXn+, j* is induced by 2kj: I*X"+ -2kS"+, and ] : niSOik)) -rrn^iSk)
is the ]-homomorphism.
The proof is routine and we omit it. Now it is well known that (/V(2*'n))* = N(2*/n)*, so that (zV(2*/n))*(x -l) = Nix -1). Hence (¿V(2*M)*(x -l) ¿ 0 for N < 2s{n) by (5.14), so that N(lklJ is not nullhomotopic for N < 2s("\ Hence order 2*/^ = 2s(n).
(5.17) Lemma. (r2*/ )* = + 2*/*: KO-*(2*P°°) -KCT H2*X").
n -n Proof. From (5.12) it follows that {i±rlkl ) = ri.1kl =r2.kl so that (r2*/ )* = it rlkl )* fot m>n. Since r2 = 1, KO"*(2*P") = Z , . and 77 * 772 ' 2S("> K0'k(lkPm) -K0'*(2*P") is reduction mod 2*(n), and KO"*(2*Pm) = KOiPm) is generated by / (l -x) (x the canonical line bundle over P°°) it follows that the only involutions of K0~ (2 P") for all 22 compatible with this situation are + 1, so that the lemma follows.
Using the construction in §4, for Mm a homotopy projective space, N its Take the 2-fold cover p: S + -> p + and make it regularly homotopic to an embedding oe 54* +1 x / x Ri_ ' -P4* +I x R', / very large. This has degree 2 so if we take a connected sum along the boundary 2 ,/T of ÍW -N )/T with (_ /)54*+1 x I x R''1 we get a normal cobordism of 2rf/T # (-/S4^+') = 2rf/T with P4*+1(a/, which completes the proof of (6.4).
Applying (5.18) we obtain a different proof of the result of Atiyah-Bott [4]:
(6.5) Theorem. O22 the Brieskorn spheres 2 , + , with involution T: 2 , -» 2 ,, 2 ,/T , z's «oí normally cobordant to and hence not diffeomorphic to 'JL.jT,, if 0<r < s <22k-\ d= 2r + 1, a"' = 2s + 1.
Giffen [14] has improved this result to 2 , for which we also have a proof, which will Be given elsewhere.
Applying (4.15), (4.16), (4.17), noting that 2rf/T is normally cobordant to P4*+1(a"), we get (6.6) I hrorem. 
